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			MANIFESTO OF PRAGUE WRITERS	

	
The great art of writing has nearly died, and in its place a flaccid class of impotence continues the practice without passion, understanding or vision.  These so-called writers, editors and publishers reign over the mainstream English-language presses and have ignored the soul of writing, preferring to parade in imitation and wear its clothing like a cheap wizard's costume.  Because of them the world no longer has a collective voice, a conscience for its crimes, a diary of its sins or a record of its saints, whether real or imagined.

They have misunderstood writing, which means pursuing the evolution of man as a dynamic being, both the creator and the created.  They have shunned its burdens, which include hardship, humility, persistence and innocence.

Whereas they have chosen disposable goals -- money, security, renown -- and abandoned the art, but not the name of writing; and whereas they no longer serve its true ambitions, but rather wait on it like courtiers seeking favor, let us call them impostors and retrieve writing from their grip.

Therefore, we declare ourselves free of their restrictions, free to ignore their judgment and despise their cowardice.  We adopt our own credo, with the understanding that it exists to inspire and not to confine us.  Let us recast the path, renew the act and resurrect the body of writing, that we may renew ourselves and our fellows, through it.

These are our principals which we declare invalid as soon we agree upon them, that they may evolve along with ourselves, our readers and our works:

1)  Writing must take risks.  Otherwise it is a shabby imitation of the greater act of living.

2)  Form must evolve.  The boundaries between poetry and essay, prose and song, theater and fable must dissolve.  We may revert to classical forms but must never accept their limitations.

3)  Traditional narrative -- that moving from point A to point B -- must be demolished.  For centuries, the greater masters have told stories, and told them well.  They have pulled characters through events with skill and compassion, but that route has been thoroughly explored.  For us to write as they did is to treat our characters and their experiences like performing circus animals, telling them to sleep, eat or walk; laugh or cry; or kill themselves over a miserable life we created for them.  Instead, we must provoke our readers to find themselves in new ways through our works.

4)  We must watch for two potential nemeses:  Commercialism, for it destroys every living thing; and the electronic media, which can enslave us.  We must concede to material concerns, such as getting paid for our work and distributing it, but we should never serve these two masters or let them define our work.

5)  Finally, we must be willing to put everything on the line for our work -- to give up pleasures we see others around us enjoying so easily.  Either we are committed to writing, or we are dull hangers-on, copycats in a pen-and-ink museum.
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